Molecular Computing is a novel computing paradigm recently emerged from and stimulated by a groundbreaking wet lab experimental work by Adleman in 1994. Since then, a great number of computation models have been proposed in the context of both biomolecular experiments and theoretical computer science (e.g., [2, 3, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 17, 19, 20] ), trying to break through the so-called NP-completeness barrier or to establish new computation paradigms with universal capability. This paper proposes new computing paradigms based on self-assembly and conformational change. These two principles have already appeared in an extensive variety of literature in natural science, while relatively a few studies have discussed these two together in the context of computing.
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In order to demonstrate a new computing schema : computation = selfassembly + conformational change, we rst discuss a framework of computing model CCC (Computing by Conformational Change) by showing examples of solving several NP-complete problems within the framework. We then review that the proposed new computing paradigm is computationally universal. The phenomena of so-called self-assembly can be seen at various places, time, and occasions. For example, \ 1 1 1 raindrops on a leaf autonomously merge together into one bigger drop. This is known as a typical example of uncoded self-assembly, where self-assembly of each component is obeyed by a simple principle of potential energy minimization. In vivo, on the other hand, protein molecules inside cells or Bacteriophages self-assemble its components in terms of conformational changes that is designed by coded instructions 1 1 1 ( [15] )". Figure 1 illustrates an example computation process of raindrops in the uncoded self-assembly, where one basic operation fusion is employed under a natural constraint with an energy minimization. Here, a natural question arises : what kind of computation may be possible ? if arbitrary geometrical gures are taken into consideration to get fusion and a natural constraint is replaced by an articial constraint imposed on the nal process of computing desired results. For example, suppose that a rectangle constraint is taken as an articial constraint. Then, as shown in (a) of Figure 2 , it is possible to carry out a computation for a polynomial factorization x 2 + 2xy + y 2 = (x + y) 2 in the framework of \uncoded self-assembly" computation. The example of (a) in Figure 2 shows a computation process where only correct solution is extracted from a pool of self-assembled components by an articial constraint \square" that is supposed to be achieved by conformational change due to some natural features on computation component materials involved (like a free energy minimization principle).
On the other hand, the same computation tasks can be performed in a simpler framework of coded self-assembly model, which is illustrated in (b) of Figure 2 , where no concept of \conformational change" is necessary. Instead, coded self-assembly computation may require, in the general setting, multi-sort coded components as is shown in (b) of Figure 2 . (Note that components A and B in Figure 2 , for example, have two sides dierently coded.) Thus, it seems that skillfully designed, multi-sort coded components make it possible to achieve a variety of fairly complicated computations, which have already been demonstrated and even proved by the work on self-assembly models by Winfree and others ( [17, 18] ). (It should be noted that no concept (or knowledge) of elementary arithmetic is involved in the process of self-assembly computation for factorization.) In general, there seems to be trade-o relations in computational power among the use of \coded components"and \conformational change".
From these observations, one may derive the following computation schema :
(Computation)=(Self-Assembly)+(Conformational Change) where \self-assembly" depends on fusion of either uncoded or coded components, while \conformational change" is regulated by either natural or articial constraint. Related discussion on conformation-driven computation can be found in [4, 5, 16] .
In what follows, we investigate possible models of computation based on the computation schema mentioned above, and analyse the computational capability of those models.
The present paper is organized as follows. This introductory section is followed by Section 2 where a new type of computation model based on conformational change (called CCC with local constraint) is demonstrated by showing several computation examples. We then propose a problem class that is shown to be computable within the new type of computation model. Section 3, in turn, discusses another type of computation model called YAC that is regarded as a CCC with global constraint. We will review that YAC is computationally universal in that its computational capability is equivalent to that of Turing Machines. In the computation schema : \computation = self-assembly + conformational change", there seem to be a variety of possible interpretations of conformational change(CC) when viewing from the functional aspect of CC. In fact, the computation examples and the interpretation of CC given above were the one from a global viewpoint of controlling computation process, in that CC realizes a constraint specifying the nal stage of successful computations.
On the other hands, it is also possible to take CC as a local constraint that can control each computation step at an intermediate stage, leading to a successful computation result, in the manner we will discuss below.
In the sequel, we demonstrate this idea of computing by conformational change (CCC, for short) with local constraint, by showing solutions for various problems from the class of NP-complete problems. Figure 3 illustrates a general schema of self-assembly computation in CCC model. That is, CCC computation is performed in the following manner :
1. design a nite set of basic units for assembly computation (one may take this nite set as a program in CCC), 2. create a random pool 3 of a single pot, and leave the pot for a certain time, resulting in producing all possible assembly of basic units, 3. detect whether or not there is an assembly with a desired constraint, and 4. answer yes if there is, and no otherwise. Thus, CCC requires an operation detect at the nal stage. In CCC with local constraint, we rst prepare a set of basic self-assembly units, given in (b) of Figure 4 , which is regarded as a program in CCC computation for solving an HPP of (a). Each unit is constructed for each city and it is called city unit. More specically, 1. Unit S comprises 6 pairs of ags(dark shadowed parts) and blocks, and there are two types of blocks : sliding block(SB) and core-sliding block(CSB). SBs can be slid to the left when they are pushed from the left by the city block(CB) of some city unit, while for CSBs only the core of them can be slid when pushed by the other core from the right. For this problem instance, Unit S has three SBs for the 1st, 3rd and 6th slots, which reects the fact that city S in the HPP graph (a) has three outgoing edges to cities 1, 3 and G. 2. Goal unit G comprises 5 CSBs and its city block. (Note that there is no outgoing edge for the city G in this instance.) 3. For each city i = 1; 2; 1 1 1 ; 5, City Unit i is constructed in the following manner that if there is an outgoing edge to the city j in the graph, then put a sliding half block(SHB) on the j-th slot, put a CSB for each of other slots. Here we assume that there is a strict anity relation between SB i (or SHB i) and CB i for each i = 1; 2; 1 1 1 ; 5; G.
A successful computation example for the HPP in CCC is illustrated in Figure 5 . Before going into details, it should be noted that in the schema of \Computation=Self-Assembly+ Conformational Change", CCC employs as an articial constraint \a rectangle-form comprising 7 units". In order to see the justication (or the correctness) of the successful computation, consider, for example, a solution path (S; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; G) for the HPP in question. Then, it is possible to have a computation process in CCC, given in Figure 5 , ending up with a rectangle-form comprising 7 units reecting the solution path(see (d) of Figure 5 ). It is easy to see that this observation holds true for any solution path for this problem instance.
Conversely, suppose there exists a rectangle-form comprising 7 units at the nal conguration of CCC . Then, from the shape of each City Unit and the number of units involved, it must start with Unit S. Further, the shape of a rectangle-form, in particular, a sequence of 6 ags in a row guarantees the fact that each City Unit has pushed exactly once its own SB of S. Note that once Goal unit G is assembled, there is no chance for any Unit to join further. Taking it into consideration that joining two City Units i and j in (Without loss of generality, we may assume that each literal appears in f as both positive and negative.) The goal is to decide whether the formula f is satisable or not, that is, there is a truth value assignment for each variable x i (for each i = 1; 1 1 1 ; 4) that enables the formula to be true. Conventionally, the truth value 1 denotes truth, while 0 denotes false.
In CCC computation, again a set of basic self-assembly units given in (b) of Figure 6 is constructed for the problem instance of (a). With each clause C j (1 8j 5) containing a set of variables V j , we associate three units U A successful computation example for the 3-SAT in CCC is illustrated in Figure 7 . In the gure, due to its anity property each unit U (j) i only ts the j-th ag of BB. Further, we assume that the shadow portion of PL has the plastic property, so that it can change into the shape of outlining any block (PB or NB) that pushes it out, while PB and NB never change their shapes.
Note that for each j = 1; 1 1 1 ; 5, C j is satisable i there is at least one literal whose truth value is 1. In order to see the justication of the example computation to be successful, it is crucial to note that each C j = (x i1 + x i2 + x i3 ) has a potential of 3 dierent ways to be satised which exactly correspond to U i are distinct. Then, it is obvious that the formula f is satisable i there is a set of units fU (1) i1 ; 1 1 1 ; U (5) i5 g such that none of two units are conict, where fi 1 ; 1 1 1 ; i 5 g f1; 1 1 1 ; 4g. Now, turning to our example computation in Figure 7 , suppose that f is not satisable. Then, for any set of 5 units fU (1) i1 ; 1 1 1 ; U (5) We now propose a problem class that can be solved in an ecient manner within the framework of CCC computation.
By examining the strategic structure of example computations presented above, it turns out that there are two common features of algorithms solving those example problems ; that is, the occurrence uniqueness of each variable involved, and information propagation by conformational change of components. Taking these into considerations, we will propose a class of decision problems C ON F which can be eciently solved in CCC computation model. Let V = fx 1 ; 1 1 1 ; x n g be a set of variables, and let R = S 1in M i , where each M i provides a nite range (of computing units) for a function f of a variable x i , i.e., f (x i ) 2 M i . Dene a binary operation * on R as follows :
f (x i ) 3 f (x j ) is a well-dened assembly based on the anity between two units f (x i ) and f (x j ), where we assume that the conformational information of f (x i ) is propagated to f (x j ). A construct is an aggregate i either it is a unit f(x i ) or it is of the form A 3 f (x i ) for some aggregate A. A problem instance in this class C ON F is a triple I = (V; R; 3; F ), where F is a constraint property on aggregates A generated by the operation * with the condition that an aggregate A contains no double occurrences of any variable (Occurrence Uniqueness).
The answer for an instance I = (V; R; 3; F ) is yes if there is a sequence of variables (x i 1 ; 1 1 1 ; x i k ) such that an aggregate A = f (x i 1 ) 3 1 1 1 f (x i k ) satises the constraint relation F (A), and no otherwise. (A is called an answer aggregate for I.) Example 1 (1) Let I = (fS; 1; 2; 1 1 1 ; Gg; R; 3; F ) be dened by R = fUnit S; Unit 1; 1 1 1 ; Unit Gg; where (Unit i)3(Unit j) is dened by the anity discussed in Section 2.1, and F is a complete rectangle-form of length 7. Then, it is clear that I is an instance of HPP in Figure 4 . is regulated by the anity and the information propagation discussed in Section 2.2, and F is a complete rectangle-form of length 5. Then, I is an instance of 3-SAT in Figure 6 . is regulated by the anity and the information propagation discussed in Section 2.2, and F is a complete rectangle-form of length 7. Then, I is an instance of Graph 3-Colorability Problem illustrated in (a) of Figure 8 . (4) Let I = (f1; 2; 1 1 1 ; 5g; R; 3; F ) be dened by R = fU 1 ; 1 1 1 ; U 5 g, where each unit U i comprises 8 subunits, corresponding to 8 edges involved, and each subunit has either its own \unique face" (if it connects i) or the plastic property (otherwise). Further, U i 3 U j is regulated by the anity and the information propagation discussed in Section 2.2, and F is a complete rectangle-form of length 3. Then, I is an instance of Vertex Cover Problem with k = 3 illustrated in (b) of Figure 8 . It should be remarked that there are many instances of NP-complete problems which can be formulated as instances of CON F . We dene the time complexity of a computation for an instance of CON F in CCC by the size of an answer aggregate that dominates performing an operation detect. We assume standard notions and notations from the theory of formal languages (see, e.g., [14] ). Geert derived an interesting normal form theorem for phrase-structure grammars which is rephrased here with some modications. As one instance of a CCC computation model with global constraint, we present a computation model : YAC(Yet Another Computation of Selfassembly) which is based on the characterization results of Proposition 2. For a given recursively enumerable language L, we prepare in the following manner the set of basic units to be assembled :
1. For each rule of the form S ! u R Sv, construct a unit with the shape illustrated in (b) of Figure 9 . 2. For the unique rule : S ! u R , construct a unit with the shape illustrated in (c) of Figure 9 , where connector is attached as an endmarker. 3. Finally, for a given input string w = b 1 1 1 1 b n (2 6 3 ) to be recognized, we prepare a unit in shape shown in (a) of Figure 9 . A string z w (= z b1 1 1 1 z bn ), where each z b i is a string from R 1 , is a binary coding of the input w. We assume that under the presence of ligase, all these units with suciently high concentration are provided in a single pot of a test tube (see (d) of Figure 9 ). Finally, we adopt the following operation :
Detect : Given a test tube that may contain double stranded strings, return \yes" if it contains (at least) one completely hybridized double stranded string, and \no" otherwise. Then, we have the following : 
Conclusions
Starting with giving consideration to the mechanism of self-assembly computation in nature, We have discussed new aspects of computation, which have led us to proposing a new computing paradigm : (computation)=(selfassembly)+(conformational change). We have proposed a problem class C ON F for which an abstract model of computation CCC can be eciently used to solve. A problem class CON F seems to be large enough to include most of the NP-complete problems, but remains open to be proved. At least CCC may be implemented using protein-like materials.
Further, we have reviewed a molecular computing model YAC having the Turing universal computability in which any recursively enumerable language can be recognized in a purely self-assembly computation manner. It should be noted that YAC employs as a global constraint a kind of \free energy minimization" requirement of being a completely hybridized double stranded molecule. On the other hand, the structural simplicity of YAC computation assembly units is expected to facilitate its implementation greatly. From a computation theoretic point of view, the basic principle of YAC is quite similar to those of DNA-EC( [20] ) and Watson-Crick Automata ( [7] ) on one hand, and that of Winfree's 2D self-assembly models ( [17, 18] ) on the other, while YAC model seems simple enough to be implemented with the state of the art technology of molecular biology.
Finally, resource complexity issues in CCC may be one of the most major problems to be analysed, and incremental assembly methods suggested in [21] may be expected to shed some light on the problem.
